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Awkward x 2: The Berlin Lecture (Lightness in Design, Our Collaboration, and a 

note about the face). 

 

 

Jeremy 

Good afternoon.  Rebecca and I have been working together as the collaborative 

Awkward x 2 for a year and a half.  This is an installation shot of our first one-

collaboration show, which just opened at the Suburban Gallery in Chicago.    

 

 

We gave a lecture about our work in Chicago on how and why we work together and how 

that relates to what we do individually, how we think our work relates to modern 

technology, and how we work with beauty, involuntary sensation and the body.   But 

today we’d like to do things a bit differently.  We’ll talk about our collaboration but we 

want to start with some remarks about design and end with some remarks about the face.  

The face as a theme or active idea is a big deal in our work and we’ll explain how we 

think about it as we go along.  Most of our work is painting, but we’re interested in other 

things and the object at the front of the installation is a chocolate box on a stand, which 

we’ll talk about here in a minute.  As to the face, we think that the idea of the face is 

present in all paintings, and we’re going to discuss it here in a way that will allow us to 
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make a direct connection between abstract painting and representational art, and 

specifically with illustration.  We think it always worth remembering that all painting was 

illustration for most of its history.  Recently abstraction has emerged and concentrated on 

embodying rather than illustrating, but this does not prevent one from seeing what they 

continue to have in common.   

As we talk about our paintings we’ll describe painting as a body that is only a face, with a 

skeleton but without volume.  We are interested in movement and especially the 

imperceptible movement present in the flesh of beings even or perhaps especially when 

they’re still.  The face is where we are perhaps most aware of that.  In fact we think that’s 

one place where there is little need to talk about the difference between embodiment and 

illustration.  In the Renaissance people thought that a three-quarter view of the face was 

best because that caught it in movement, as fleeting a pose as was the expression, the 

name for which was and is ‘vultus’:  the face as a countenance, not a surface or a thing 

but an expression or sign.  So we’ll begin with a design show we just saw, and end with a 

picture of a face. 
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We like the stuff we’re going to briefly discuss because we work with beauty and 

frivolity, and it seemed to us much more interesting than the art that we had seen the 

night before we saw this.  As you know the Pacific Standard Time shows opened a month 

or so ago.  We went to the art opening at MoCA the first night, and to the design opening 

at LACMA the following night.  In part, for sure, because of the curator, the art show at 

MoCA was overwhelmingly dingy while the design show at LACMA was a blast.  As 

noted, we’re interested in frivolity but we are also interested, as you’ll hear, in 

complexity and making the complicated visible.  But we’re not interested in gloom, or in 

art that is about a critical response to a critical position.  We’ll be showing you our only 

critical gesture when we get to the chocolates.  So the art show seemed gloomy to us 

while the design show was over the top nuts, and therefore of much more use.  It was also 

full of work that was geometric, Mondrian-related, which is the case also with what we 

do.  And running through it was the idea of the atomic, of speed too fast to see, and that 

too is a big deal for us.  Rebecca will go through some images now and itemize the things 

that turned us on:    

 

Rebecca 

 

Most of what we saw at California Design reminded us of a time when it was okay for 

artists and designers to explore elements of abstraction and geometry. It seemed we were 

exploring an emergence of a new kind of newness, even though we were visiting it as a 

historical documentation of a particular time and era. As we browsed through the 

galleries we got caught up in the clean, bright and light aesthetics. We saw clearly that an 
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image of the future was established then that is the image of the future that we still use 

and imagine with today. Here are some of the things from the show that Jeremy and I 

found especially humorous, or groundbreaking: 

 

This is a man’s swim trunks and shirt (cabana set) by Mary Ann Deweese, from 1963.  

 

When we first saw this shirt we both thought it was ridiculous . Jeremy had a line about 

this…Jeremy do you remember what it was?   

 

Jeremy:  crew cut, tan, say something like I imagined him with the woman wearing this 

next line, because they were together in the exhibition, and I thought, whoa, what would 

that be like? 
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Rebecca: 

The Polka-dot woman’s swimsuit and jacket from 1950, by Margut Fellegi, was not made 

for the beachy girl. Rather, it is tailored for a poolside sunbath with a martini. The simple 

dots are fun and whimsy, the whiteness of the white in the two-piece intensifying the 

sunlight on a clear day in LA.  

 

 We can imagine her lounging happily beside the reflections of the lights in a pool, 

surrounded by air and bubbles, floating, drifting and relaxing.  
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This light fixture is by Austrian Victor Gruen, known today as the father of the shopping 

mall. He began his career designing exhibitions and shop interiors. His Ceiling Light 

from Braton’s Bonbonniere , San Franscisco, 1952, is extremely silly. We can see it 

playing with design as something that can make a room livelier. It seems to reference 

Calder’s mobiles, capturing movement and air. It also seems to resemble a baby mobile, 

hanging above a crib,  moving visual stimuli, sweet not scary, a lullaby melody, soft and 

simple yet hypnotizing. 

   

 

 

Onscreen now is Greta Magnusson Grossman’s screen, circa 1952. This walnut and steel 

wire room divider illustrates a theme common to many of the works in the show, the idea 

of atomic energy. The atom had just been split; the atomic bomb had ended the war. The 
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consequences of a tremendous invisible force had been made visible. But it was the 

positive implications of the atomic that inspired or reassured the designers represented in 

this show. For those designers the atomic was glamorous. Bikini Atoll was where they 

tested the hydrogen bomb, and it was the name of a swimsuit so hot that for the first few 

years of its existence only European women would wear it. These designers saw an end 

to war in the nuclear deterrent and a potentially infinite source of energy in Nuclear 

reactors. Many of them in the show were not originally from California, but rather 

represent a European influx of immigrants who had come to the states to escape Hitler. 

Artists and designers had found in the atomic a theme of progress in science and 

technology, and used abstraction as a way to invoke the language of this force, and the 

thrill of what was new and yet to come.  

As Jeremy said, we have our own interests in designing things as well as making 

paintings. We have a show coming up in Louisville, KY during the Kentucky Derby in 

May 2012 for which we’re planning, if we can, to design a skylight that uses an electric 

cell to prolong the sunset. We’re also definitely going to design at least one dress and 

possibly a bit of furniture. Anyone who has witnessed the extravagance of the Derby will 

understand why the LACMA show would be so useful to us. We, ourselves, want to 

capture a flavor of the unserious, frivolous and ridiculous, because to us it is acceptable, 

or even more than that, desirable, now as it was then. So they didn’t only get the future 

right as an idea, they also got lightness in design right as a way of working. One reason 

why we wanted to introduce our talk by way of this show is because, in a minute, we’re 

going to talk about Mondrian. And we wanted to approach him from this particular 

direction. We are artists who think of ourselves as working with painting from where 
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Mondrian left off, which we do with consideration of design as that which can embrace 

frivolity and the body rather than, for example, seriousness and an idea about design. 

  

 

 

Coming back to our show, you can see how it is that we think of our paintings as working 

with the interior spaces of a room. Their lightness and flashy display of colors move 

almost graphically through the space. It’s in the same spirit that we have been thinking of 

making a dress. The dress we are going to make for the next show In Louisville will 

follow from the way we work with light, color, movement and geometry in our paintings. 

The dress we are going to make will have the dress I am going to show you now in its 

background.  
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This is called the Atomic dress. It’s more or less a one-color dress, very modern 

in that regard. We think of it as the little black dress with wings. The garment’s folds hug 

a woman’s left hip; she becomes as much a part of the dress as it becomes part of her. 

This is different than thinking of an item of clothing that dresses the body, the connection 

with the body in this piece goes to the body as movement, as well as grace.  It is not a 

heavy gown that brings weight to the back of the heels as a woman walks, but a flimsy 

dress that lifts the heels off the ground to make the walker as weightless as the air on 

which she seems to walk. 

 We were attracted to and cheered up by the LACMA show because it was light-

hearted, playful, full of lightness rather than heaviness, in other words because of 

everything that the Atomic Dress embodies, and also because it was open to the ideas put 

into the world by Mondrian.  Mondrian is all over the LACMA show.  He was still the 

absolute symbol of how to think in a new way.  Mondrian was as important to designers 

as to artists because he took the object side of painting and everything else into account 

only so as to examine how to make it dissolve into phenomena, become less of an object 

and more like an image on a screen.  Talking about his new arrangements of colored 

cardboard rectangles and painted furniture in his Paris studio, he says, “We survey the 

room visually, but inwardly we also form a single image. Thus, we perceive all its planes 

as a single plane…” But then he goes on to ask “Is it so desirable to see the plastic 

expression as a whole? Doesn’t painting still remain too much a ‘thing’?”  Harry Cooper, 

from whose essay on Mondrian we got that quotation, says the colored squares “kept 

Mondrian aware that the individual picture had a temporality just as complex as the 

decorated room.”  Cooper sees a great deal in this that is almost certainly relevant to 
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Mondrian’s ideas about his painting but not necessarily to our use of it.  Cooper is almost 

certainly right to say that when the colored squares reminded Mondrian that paintings 

didn’t actually take place all at once either, he saw that as germane to his Hegelian idea 

of how eventually history would have reached its goal and end, at which point we would 

all be fully free, and art would dissolve into life and what Mondrian described as “a 

continual sacrifice of inward to outward and outward to inward…serving to broaden 

man’s individual inwardness (or spirit) toward universal inwardness.”   Our thinking is 

less lofty, perhaps.  We think it more to the point to think about how Mondrian thought 

painting could do this.  The arguments for doing so may have faded away since he made 

them, along with the idea that there could be a single direction forward for art considered 

as a whole—because we can no longer consider it as a whole.  

 

For Mondrian, color exists in the space between a person and a painting.  Mondrian’s 

idea of how paintings share space with us in fact involves two ideas about time, rather 

than one. The first is his dream of an architectonic movement, inward to outward back to 

inward, a universal experience of a person in a space that, which while it can be thought 

all at once, will emerge fully only in time. The second is a more immediate and at the 

same time, messier one, which has to do with his idea which we’ll come back to here, 

that color and line occupy not a space behind the picture plane, but rather activate the 

space between the surface of a painting and the viewer’s body. That is what he saw when 

he noticed that the simple, geometrical colors in his paintings operated in time in the 

same way that the colors he placed in the room provided a temporal as well as spatial 

experience. Velasquez said that he painted the space between figures as much as the 
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figures themselves. Mondrian took that idea further; he painted the space between the 

work and the viewer. The relationship of our bodies to all things is literalized as design in 

space, a space in which we participate even as we construct it. 

 

 

 

 

 Light, and especially the idea of something faster than light, of expansiveness as a 

property of a body made up of forces, of lightness as a condition of the beautiful because 

the frivolous can’t be weighted, runs through everything we do and think with. For us, the 

atomic is no longer a referent. We think instead in terms of the white light and space of 

the computer screen.  The white screen is already moving very fast, it is an electric 

signal; it is itself moving so fast that the naked eye cannot perceive it. As everyone 

knows the TV screen is a natural home for the colored cartoon, in which figures without 

depth retain their color regardless of where they are in the space, and this is something 

we want to bring up here because it has a lot to do with our paintings. We think the 

gouaches we make in particular, because they’re on translucent Mylar, give us even more 

lightness with which to work. The semi-transparency of the Mylar, mounted on glass so it 

is lit literally from behind, makes a space, which seems to us directly comparable to the 

internally lit space of the television screen. Here are four gouaches we’ve made over the 

past year.  We’re going to talk about the cartoon by way of our gouaches because they are 

painted on translucent Mylar and this reminds us of film more than oil paint on canvas 

does. 
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The last gouache we named after a cartoon. Its title is “Wile E. in Road Runner race” 

 

Wile E. Coyote and The Road Runner was a cartoon made in the 1948—three years after 

Mondrian died, a few years before Cartier-Bresson would use a Pollock as the 

background to a fashion shoot, thus giving the world the first color photograph of one of 

his paintings.  That is the historical backdrop to the LACMA design show—Mondrian, 

contemporary art as a backdrop for fashion, and the mobility and light of the cartoon.  We 

think the mobility and the light of the cartoon has something in common with movement 
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and white light in Mondrian, and we’ll get to that in a minute.  We also think the cartoon 

addresses something that is true about our work, to which we’ll come now.  The cartoon, 

like our paintings and any other painting, does not work because you don’t know what’s 

going to happen but rather because you do.  A painting, similarly, surprises you not 

because it is not all there all the time but because it is.  In this classic cartoon from 

Warner Brothers a coyote and a roadrunner are the main characters. We kind of already 

know what is going to happen, but what we find ourselves being humored by is how 

things happen. We know the basic premise of each episode—the coyote wants to destroy 

the roadrunner. His desire to do so not only being his desire to eat the roadrunner, but to 

trap him because he always seems to be getting away. Each episode itself consists of 

many different attempts of Wiley trying to get his prey- wild clever traps using 

explosives, trains, poison, etc. As soon as the roadrunner enters the screen, we can 

anticipate that he will soon be off again and out of Wiley’s grasp, immediately followed 

by the coyote reacting in such a way so as to become the victim of his own ploy.  

Because he never succeeds, we always get a shot at one more laugh, and that usually 

because the never ending endings result in the coyote in a ridiculous situation in a desert, 

disappearing into a clouded explosion, being railed by a suddenly there train, or hitting 

his head on an over cliff which breaks and falls on the perpetrator…. the clever animal in 

a landscape that for him has become even more complicated due to his relationship with 

modern technology and scientific achievements. 

  A Wiley coyote in smoke could just as easily be another way of thinking about 

technology’s relationship to the landscape, and in a way this also reminds us of Turner. 

The burst of an acme bomb that throws into the air a film of soot and dirt seems a bit 
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similar to the sight of smoke emitted from a train blazing through the American 

landscape, a popular image recalled when thinking about Turner, the great painter of the 

industrial and its atmosphere.  And like Turner, instead of simply thinking about 

depicting technology, Jeremy and I would rather move around in a language of chaos and 

play that, like Turner, we can derive in large part from the desire to embody, in the 

painting, our experience of the technological light that governs the period in which we 

live.  

So on the one hand the cartoon, which lives happily in the technological light 

which is the intense invariant that provides a constant challenge to painting nowadays, 

and on the other, Turner, who re-embodied the industrially inflected natural light of his 

time, in which he also lived happily, in quite another way. Both are equally inspiring to 

us, both depend on light if not lightness.  They also depend on something else that is 

central to our work, which is the involuntary response.  In the Road Runner and in Turner 

the work plays on producing involuntary responses in the face of the entirely predictable 

and in Turner’s case, on doing so through what is both hypothetically and actually all 

there all the time, but which certainly can’t be said to be seen all at once but instead has 

to unfold in time. 

 

 In bringing the gouaches into the discussion I’ve brought us back to our 

collaboration, and we should say a couple of things about how that came about and how 

we work together before we move on.  Our work is based on the juxtaposition of two 

grids.  The regular one that Jeremy uses, and the grid that I use, which is an affine grid 

and I’ll tell you something about that before we go any further.  The affine grid dates 
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back to Sumerian texts.  It’s based on a numerical, mathematical logic, and thus has 

found itself a place as well in the language of cybernetics and the computer.  

By the summer of 2010, we noticed how our general interests were similar, 

enough so that we began to have thoughts about how we could work with one another to 

produce a painting that would become more than a production of our singular selves.  We 

decided to start with a small stretcher that was already in Jeremy’s studio, and on which 

he had drawn a grid. I added my grid to it in order to further complicate it.   This is the 

first painting we made. 

 

 

 

Jeremy says the traditional grid is about division and building but the affine is 

about direction and moving.  Here is a painting he made some years ago 

Leopard 

And here is one I made recently, While Riding, 
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which I’ll put up while I tell you what the affine is and then Jeremy will take over 

and talk to you about the specifics of our work, particularly those having to do with 

invisible movement, technology and the body.  And then we’re going to tell you about 

the one critical work we’ve made, and after that we’ll talk more about our work’s 

relationship to the idea of the body and the face, which we get to in part through our use 

of the affine grid.  

The affine grid not only maps a space for composing color, but, because of the 

logic of its structure, produces a movement that has no center. The starting point 

disappears, the graph moves through displaced points, losing its origin as it expands. It 

moves one in and around, shifting with and away from one to the other and from there to 

others, but not from or back to an origin one can determine. Somehow this underscores 

for me a thought that Jeremy and I share, which is that in principle, any painting can 

begin anywhere, on the canvas surface, or anywhere in the artist’s thoughts.   

My affines work with the squares of Jeremy’s grid to create a confusion like 

neither of us could make by ourselves. In our collaborative paintings the  a-symmetry of 
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my affines contrast with the symmetry and balance of Jeremy’s squares as well as with 

the rectilinear shape of the canvas. So their usual tension with the rectilinearity of the 

canvas is doubled, perhaps intensifying their forcefulness. This brings us to the 

connection I make, and as a result we both make, between the affine and the face. Jeremy 

will say in a minute that paintings are a face with a skeleton. My idea about the affine and 

the face has to do with topology, which is a modern branch of geometry concerned with 

properties that do not change when forms lose their metric and projective properties 

because of continuous transformations.  Properties that do not change are known as 

invariants. Affine transformations preserve collinearity and parallelism, but not areas or 

the width of angles because the vector is a relationship that is always opening and 

closing. So the invariant is the relationship. A vector is a pair of lines that ultimately 

converge.  Flight controllers direct planes to ‘vector in’ or ‘vector out’.  

Whether the human perception recognizes invariants according to mathematically 

specifiable rules is a matter of debate, but some early studies seem to suggest that it does. 

If so then we perhaps get from that some further understanding of how and why geometry 

has been so basic throughout the history of painting when it comes to presenting the way 

we perceive the world. The way this idea of the invariant works for me, like a face, is an 

obvious one. I can make any expression, and you will always see that it’s my face. That is 

the relation between the affine and all the transformations it makes possible.  The affine 

allows us to develop the painting as something that contains movement, as a countenance 

contains movement, so that a face facing you is both acting on you and an action itself, or 

a series or collection of actions, a vultus. 
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Jeremy 

Rebecca has just described how the affine helps us to generate movement in our paintings 

and I’m glad she was careful to note that the goal is mutual confusion. Regarding other 

questions about how we come to work together so easily, I will make the point here that 

our thinking about light is pretty much the same. Our palettes are similar. Any kind of 

mark is okay for either of us. People see quotes but we don’t make them consciously, so 

it may be best not to make too much of it unless one wants to make a great deal of it. 

What we want to make a great deal of is the first thing I just said, movement. The 

movements that the paintings contain and set off around and in front of them are what we 

talk about when we’re making them.  Movement as a condition of people even when they 

are standing still is something that concerns us, to the extent that we want our paintings to 

directly affect the body.  Our paintings are meant to cause involuntary responses, to be 

experienced rather than read, through sensations one can’t help but have and which are 

sensations of intensities and speeds of different sorts. 

 We think it’s also important to say that our work is about, or we try to work with, 

beauty and the pleasurable.  As noted, we do intensity but not gloomy intensity.  Also, on 

the art historical and critical side, we try to make works that do not begin with not being 
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something else, but start instead with a kind of force that’s set off by putting the grids 

each of us works within our own work together and seeing what happens from there. In 

our opinion it would be best not to see our work as a response to some other kind of work 

or to a given art historical narrative with which we may disagree. I will touch on that to 

the extent to which it is an issue, but it is a really minor aspect of the work.  If our work’s 

a response to anything, it’s to the computer screen.  The Impressionists had to eliminate 

underpainting so that the white of the canvas could help color to aspire to the brightness 

of the sky.  Manet struggled to get the brightness of electric light into the Bar at the 

Folies-Bergères.  We think that Mondrian’s white should be thought of in terms of 

daylight but also of the white of the movie projector, the brightest form that electric light 

had taken up until then.  We work in the presence of a bright white Mondrian never saw, 

the white of the computer screen.  That is to us what the sky was to the Impressionists, 

and early and later electric light to Manet and Mondrian.  

For several hundred years and until quite recently, painting’s space was thought of as a 

movement summed up in the words  “foreground, middle ground, and background”, but 

that could be thought of as just one option among many. Cezanne said that the white 

canvas is already deep; you just have to carve it out. So every painter involuntarily 

experiences the ground as also a depth. We think of the ground as a surface. As a surface 

which is not so much a depth as a space, starting, as Mondrian said, somewhere in front 

of the surface and extending in both directions.  We know that space keeps everything 

from happening in the same spot, and that is why we think that in our paintings, the more 

space, the better.  
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Likewise, and for a directly related reason, the more color the better. What is more we 

like the fact that color is always an illusion. It covers up the truth of surfaces and turns 

what it has just obscured into a space. Color fools us but not by making us think about a 

painting as what it is not, but by making us think with what it is. Its plays to the retina, 

always actively and sometimes subtly, and we know that, and expand on that as much as 

possible in our paintings.  

 

We do so because we want to make complexity visible. By that we mean that we think 

we want to work with it as a perceptual reality or something, not as an idea of complexity 

that can be described but with complexity as the condition and the subject of what is 

happening when you look at one of our paintings. We invented the term ‘messy thought’ 

early on in our collaboration to describe the way we work and how we talk about it as we 

do.  We think, even though beauty is not messy, that it is our idea about messy thought 

that makes it possible for us to work with the beautiful as a goal or theme. Be that as it 

may, and we’ll get back to beauty in a minute, it is our insistence on wanting to make 

complexity visible that causes us to want to make paintings in which there’s nothing that 

can’t go in there. Nothing, that is to say, is excluded in advance, anything can be added if 

it will help to release forces promised by what is already there. That is why our motto is 

“more is more.” For both of us the word is fantastically to the point because it’s got two 

meanings, one comparative and the other beyond the question of comparison.  You can 

always have more than nothing; more is always more than something else.  But more as a 

general thought or even goal reaches to the infinite.  It can describe the latest stage in any 

development, chain of events or evolution.  So “more” is at once the limited and the 
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comparative, and the infinite as a potential offered by the idea of time itself, in a single 

concept.  This is a pretty good guide to what our thinking about complexity involves, we 

think. 

Rebecca has already made the point that two is potentially more complicated than one, 

and therefore capable of a complication that one might not achieve.  When we started I 

think we were both more aware of, but not primarily interested in, the large critical 

questions that our collaboration might raise.  For example the distinction originally made 

by Sylvère Lotringer between the two types of postmodernist artists we actually have, 

those who were born during modernism and have had to work their way through it 

towards the postmodern, and those who were simply born after modernism and into a 

postmodernism that had already begun.  I belong to the first category and Rebecca to the 

second, obviously, and there were and of course are other questions having to do with 

generation and gender that must be of interest in regard to how Awkward x2 is a 

collective act, all of which we find especially exciting (or maybe only exciting) to the 

extent that Awkward allows for something a step closer to anonymity than working by 

oneself can.  One’s signature disappears into the near anonymity of the two, its origin 

displaced and reordered, neither directly nor indirectly available but, instead, both. 

   

As noted, we’re able to collaborate because both of us use a basically impersonal 

technique and style, and once we started all the questions of an art historical or 

anthropological sort that I just mentioned faded very quickly in the face of what working 

together is like.  Much more like a two musicians than two art historical perspectives, and 

especially in regard to color, much more a matter—usually—of being on the same page 
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than of experiencing the painting as a combination of points of view.  In fact we never 

discuss it in those terms and I don’t think we experience it that way either.  Our sense of 

color is where we complement as much as complicate one another’s approach.  It’s very 

similar but working together gives both of us much greater range.  That much we can see 

ourselves.   

  

We’ll both say more about movement in our painting, which is of course informed and 

complicated by the movements and experiences of two bodies separated from one another 

by age and so forth, and about light and the idea of the body as Deleuze’s idea, anything 

that is a completeness made out of multiple forces is a body, whether it be the body, a 

language, or a painting or a practice of which painting is a part.  We shall end by talking 

about how we want to engage the entirety of the inside and the outside as experience and 

idea by way of our articulation of the possibility provided by the surface considered as a 

skin that can also only be thought of as what it is not, a space.  But first we want to say 

something about those art historical concerns that aren’t on our mind when we work to 

any great extent, if they’re there at all. 

 

The box viewed from above comes up on the screen  
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This is a chocolate box we have designed, the image on the top being cropped from a 

painting we’re going to show you in a minute.  It came about because we work with the 

involuntary, and it is the only thing we’ve done that was a response to the art historical 

context in which we find painting, and especially the kind of painting we do, placed 

today.  

 

(The box viewed so that “Awkward… Chocolate” is in your face 

 

Rebecca’s going to take you through the genesis of this item, which we were going to 

launch in Louisville a couple of months ago.  The chocolate person we were working 

with didn’t work out at the last minute, unfortunately, so we’ll be launching now as soon 

as we’ve got someone else with whom to work.  We’re close to doing so.  But before she 

starts, and the story has to do with tacos at a Los Angeles opening and coffee in a very up 

market coffee shop in Zurich, I’ll just mention the part that has to do with Duchamp and 

not only art history but generational difference.  For me, Duchamp’s attack on retinal 

painting and its use in the service of minimalism and its followers, Andy and his 

followers, and the subsequent followers and synthesizers of both followings, etc., all with 

a view to confirming the death of painting on which their own work and ideas about art 

depend, has been the dominant problem with the contemporary art history through which 

I have worked since I began to exhibit in 1970.  For Rebecca, it’s much more of a silly 

idea than the biggest drag in recent art history.  I’ll note on that point that one of the great 

delights that come with working with her has to do with her being a person who is not in 

the least surprised that the two should be the same thing.  It is another confirmation that 
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we are on the same page.  With that said she’ll tell you how we made this, including how 

it came to have a brass stand, and  

 

Image of the stand with the box on top comes on to the screen   

 

why we think it informative about how we think about sensation, and about the work as 

an accumulation of active rather than negative—positive rather than critical, which for us 

means frivolous rather than serious, or something close to it—and as also being about 

delay, and every stage being another stage, not a repetition of an earlier one, and 

immediacy as a final surrender to the involuntary—you can’t help but taste what you put 

in your mouth yourself.  As you’ll also see, the chocolate box and its stand and its not yet 

realized contents not only in part begin, but also lead to, all we have to say about 

Duchamp and the retinal, it will be on the screen.  

As completely frivolous as we can make them, they are the only critical statement 

we shall ever make, our response to a definition of seriousness we don’t take seriously.  

And I’ll note this too.  Immediately we got going on the thing itself we stopped caring 

about the things that got it started altogether. 

 

Rebecca: 
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Jeremy and I sometimes take time off to see what is happening around town. On one 

occasion, last fall, we made a stop at some galleries off Wilshire Blvd, near museum 

plaza in los angels, to see what new work had just gone up for the night’s openings. As 

we were walking toward the intended gallery of our immediate interest, I noticed the 

usual suspect items for refreshments—a taco stand and beer.  So, basically at this opening 

you had no choice but beer or tacos.  Almost everyone can agree on beer and tacos…but 

what about those who delight in having choices? Those who like difference and fun 

pretty looking hors d’oeuvres? And what if I didn’t like beer and tacos? I had no other 

option but agree to it, why? Because it appeals most to the general audience? What did 

this say about the work I was about to see? Was it too going to be like another boring 

basic bottle of beer, and a taco- was it going to rock my taste and senses or feed me that 

same certainty of general agreeableness?  

 

So I said, let’s do chocolates. Only, not just a few, but tons of them all of a 

different taste. And then each morsel as attractive as the next, if not more. No two people 

get the same bite. No two people share the same taste. No two people have the same 

experience. But each piece would be so unbelievably delicious, so immediately 

overwhelming the senses that it would not be so much as the idea of chocolates, as what 

happens when we eat them. 

So there it was, and Jeremy and I laughed, and decided to do something with 

chocolate.  

Not but a few months later, while in Louisville working on our painting for New 

York, Jeremy had at some point got it in his head to take the chocolates idea further. I 
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came early in the morning to the studio to see him at the kitchen counter, overindulging 

in his feverishly new, mad thought. He handed me two small napkins on which he had 

made a sketch of what he was contemplating, while addressing the topic at hand 

beginning with an anecdote about his trip to Switzerland, an expensive cup of coffee, and 

a tiny morsel of candy: 

His dealer took him to a place in Zurich when he had a show there last summer, 

where a cup of coffee costs something like a week’s income for a medium size Indian 

village. When they brought him his cup of coffee, they attached a clip made of silver to 

the saucer of his cup and on the top of the clip was a tiny square surface on which they 

place a perfectly matched square of perfect Swiss chocolate.  

We decided a chocolate box should be made and it should fit perfectly on an 

extravagant stand.  

I took into consideration a number of things when constructing the box- its looks, 

it measurements, and the way through which a person would get from the outside to the 

inside of the box.  

My inspiration for the box came from an essay I read by Trinh Minh-ha on 

Barthes book about Japan, An Empire of Signs: “a Japanese box does not function as a 

temporary accessory to the object it contains; as envelope it is itself an object. Although 

its value is related to what it conceals, “that very thing which it encloses and signifies is 

postponed for a very long time.” Like a rigorously arranged bouquet, which invites the 

perceiver to follow what the creative hand has traced, thus frustrating the simple 

decoding of a symbolic message, “the package is a thought.”  
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So I set out to make a box that would seek some of this, be a set of navigations 

through it as well as about it as a container and a set of surfaces. It opens and then opens 

again and then again, just as the chocolates inside our mouths open up a world of flavor. 

A bite of chocolate can lead us through moments of suspension of anticipating what 

comes next in which one’s focus is not immediately what the idea of the object is as 

much as it is about the object becoming an idea about itself through our interaction with 

it.  So too should be the ways of a box which works with its basic purpose, as a container 

and design, supporting a world of sensations in it, as much as being something which is 

more than an item that comes not at you directly, but through a whole host of 

relationships.  

We decided to use a cropped image from Awkward x 2: Painting for New York 

because we were working on that painting while discussing the box of chocolates. It 

seemed like that was the obvious next step. The stand, we thought, should also have a 

relationship to the box, and its height should be the one best for advertising the 

chocolates in a shop.  And at this point, to cut a medium long story short, we were able to 

bring a real designer into the act. KC Cho, a product design student, took our flimsy 

project and made it more like what we wanted than we imagined we could want it to be. 

And added to it thoughts and moves we’d never had had, too.  

In the end, and also thanks to another person who built it for us, we made a sexy 

stand for a sexy object for sexy candies. And by sexy I mean more what Santayana says 

about a feeling of love and compassion that, due to our sexual organs being remotely 

stirred, gives to our contemplation that glow and sentimental side of beauty, without 

which we would understand beauty in terms of perception and the mathematical rather 
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than the aesthetic. “ The attraction of sex could not become efficient unless the senses 

were first attracted. The eye must be fascinated and the ears charmed by the object which 

nature intends should be pursued… the attention is fixed upon a well-defined object and 

all the effects it produces in the mind are easily regarded as powers or qualities in that 

object. But these effects here are powerful and profound. The soul is stirred in its depths. 

Its hidden treasures are brought to the surface of consciousness…if the stimulus does not 

appear as a definite image, as in a singular object with which we can be said to be in love, 

the values evoked are dispersed all over the world, and we are said to have become lovers 

of nature and to have discovered the beauty and meaning of things.”  

This is quite a profound statement to bring up in relation to our object and stand. 

But there is a tease that happens between a box of chocolates, whose unwrapping is like 

removing a garter off a leg and undressing the layers, sensually engaged by them all and 

what is to be found within them, and to a stand, whose length and height and weight is 

like that of a beauty queen’s leg, but which, as we walk around it, never submits to being 

a static object, but instead continually reveals the intricacies and relationships that make 

its shape and materials into an aesthetic of more than perception and clever design.  

And when you get into our box, and open the last layer, you reveal the chocolates and 

you also get to read this.  

• (statement for 60 seconds) 

(screen to white screen) 

 

Exit Velocity comes up on the screen 
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Jeremy: 

We said earlier that we think the white light of the computer screen is important to us, 

and should like to return to that here and talk for a minute about our work’s relationship 

to contemporary technology.  This painting is called Exit Velocity Faster than the Speed 

of Light, and we got the title from something I heard on NPR where it was said that that is 

what a black hole would have to be, a phenomenon in which energy moved faster than 

the fastest thing we know and that’s why we can’t see it.  

 Our paintings draw something from the relationship between immediacy and the 

instantaneous that electricity and the electric signal have put in all our minds.  Lyotard 

talked about it first in regard to satellite transmission and the sublime in Barnett 

Newman, Rex Butler takes me to task over my use of immediacy and instantaneity in an 

essay about my theoretical work, but the point is that in the age of telecommunication 

they are closer to one another than they ever were before.  Messages move so fast that 

one cannot think of the time they take except as something too fast to be measured by the 

human perception, which is also the case when something is immediately present to one’s 

perception.  What is present is at once present and a movement, which must have a 

beginning and an end which is by definition not present now because it is a movement.  
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Or what is present is movement as such, everything already and always moving even 

when still, which is the case with any living being as opposed to any corpse.  To see that 

a person or an animal or a plant is alive is to perceive movement that one cannot 

perceive, the imperceptible but easily perceived signs of vitality that separate people from 

the chairs on which they sit. 

 

 

Screen to white for a second  

Painting for New York 

 

 

Rebecca and I take it for granted that intuition is what makes the work possible and 

what we work with, so we see the collective subjectivity that is Awkward x 2 as a 

collaboration between two intuitions.  To that I’ll add that we pay attention to what 

neuro-science is saying about intuition and related matters, but we think that theories that 

relate beauty to the pre-cognitive do not usually seem to address what concerns us.  This 

is because they usually go to a question about organization of some sort, to the order that 

underlies the order of which we’re conscious.  We’re not sure that such accounts, very 

popular in the design fields for the obvious reason that design is about organization, can 

deal with what interests us because our concerns are much more related to the immediate 
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cheap thrill, beauty as what it actually is, perfection as that which is at once powerless 

and an overwhelming force, always taking attention away from what it’s only supposed 

to decorate, on its own a force that operates entirely through its capacity to invite 

attention.  With regard to another thing that’s come up lately in neuro-science, though, 

before I move on, we were totally jazzed by the recent discovery that the place in the 

brain that registers a thing as a visual image or a smell or a sound is the same place that 

registers the name for it.  This is of course quite a complication for phenomenology, but it 

is also another origin for our idea of messy thought.  If the thing and the name we give to 

it live in the same part of the brain it is very hard indeed to know whether one is seeing a 

thing or a concept. 

The painting on the screen is Painting for New York, the second painting we made. 

The one from which the chocolate box image is derived.  The distance from the point 

below Rebecca’s mouth to her knees is the source of the height and the same coordinates 

on my body provide the width.  Working with measurements derived from our bodies 

helps us to generally get going on works which are about the body and how one thinks 

with it in more than one way.  A painting can’t be an object because it communicates, 

and we communicate not with objects but with signs, so to the extent that it is a sign it is 

not an object.  Our paintings are held together and pulled around by sensations, 

expansiveness being one that concerns us a lot, that have nothing to do with things but 

everything to do with movement in a space that is uncertain because it is the surface of an 

object and a surface in itself but surfaces don’t have depth and that is what one actually 

can’t help but see.  The surface of a painting is in that respect as much like the inside of a 
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body as its skin.  One experiences the inside of one’s body only as a depth one doesn’t 

experience as measurable, even though in the body’s case we know it to be so. 

As you may have gathered, a lot of our thinking about what we’re doing is influenced 

by Deleuze.  In Deleuze a body is any complete entity made up of a multiplicity of forces 

and that’s largely where we got our idea of the body.  Any painting is a bundle of 

sensations, totalities we never experience as a totality but that we know is all there.  Here 

I’ll mention Jean-Luc Nancy as well as Deleuze, because it’s Nancy who talks about how 

the senses collapse the singular and the plural automatically, what is sensed by the senses 

is always another body, a plurality, and the person doing the sensing does not, of course, 

have any sense of her body as anything but a plurality of senses, each bringing 

themselves to bear on what is doing the sensing at a particular time.  So not just as an 

entity largely unavailable to the senses except as an epidermis, much of which cannot be 

viewed directly, that conceals an interior, but as an entity which is in that a mass of forces 

rather than a form.iv  Clearly here too what is true of the lived body is true of our 

paintings if not of paintings as such.  Nothing is standing still, everything is moving in 

time and not really definable except as movement.  If I had the time, to make a joke about 

it, I’d talk about our indebtedness to Bergson here.  Rebecca’s description of the Road 

Runner gouache goes to what is true of our work generally, I think, because the cartoon is 

always moving the eye around in a way that could also be described as keeping the eye 

going.  (And when it responds to paintings the eye never acts as a lens on a column but 

rather sets off a movement that runs through the whole body, and even that suggests a 

pause between seeing and responding which is clearly not quite right, watch the postures 

taken by people in museums)  
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-!  

As Rebecca’s also said, our paintings are so varied, in terms of shapes and colors, 

because we throw everything at getting something there that does something we haven’t 

seen before.  Let me link that to our concern with the invisible, by which we mean that 

complexity is an idea and therefore invisible, sensations are invisible and so is everything 

covered by the words depth as a sensation rather than an idea and also by the idea of an 

inside that you know is there and, as we have said, of movements you know to be 

happening but cannot actually perceive.  That is what we mean when we say that our 

paintings are, not unlike most paintings surely but it’s not usually put like this, meant to 

bring into view what is largely invisible, sensations which maybe also are simultaneously 

registered as concepts but this thought is hard for us to grasp.  Our thinking is a messy 

affair, our paintings are done when they seem to us to be ones in which the viewer 

becomes involuntarily involved in complexity.  Involuntarily involved, because it’s an 

aesthetic and not a discursive involvement—seduction rather than production, not the 

language of contracts but the language of desire.  Involved, then, in the sense of being 

enmeshed, prettily, without pathos, and with a lot of uncontrollable speed as well as 

indescribable stillness, which is at the heart of what we see when we see both a painting 

and a face that is not moving but nonetheless filled with life.  Moreover, we try to present 

or work with complexity as an active field that can’t be taken in all at once because it 
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unfolds in time, but at the same time is about being made of movements that are often 

going very fast.  The idea of what’s going too fast to see as something the visual has to 

invoke seems important to us.  

With that in mind we’ll conclude our talk first with a note about the body that is also 

a note about the difference between color and drawing, and which summarizes our 

general thinking about what we’re doing. Then, second, we’ll add a few words about the 

face. 

We explore the world through our fingers but take it in, involuntarily, through the 

surface of our body.  I pick something up and describe it to myself by turning it over and 

over in my hand feeling the surfaces and the outline.  That’s different from feeling the 

wind in my face, in the first place the fingers can’t grasp it, in the second I can’t do 

anything but receive it.  We think of that as possibly analogous to the relationship 

between drawing and color.  Color is ungraspable because it is space rather than form, 

and drawing is all about directing through demarcating and dividing.  Drawing is what 

may be read as structure describable as form rather than movement, color is a formless 

movement one cannot help but see conjure up a space that isn’t there, disrupting as much 

as being contained by the drawn structure in which it occurs. 

 We live in the world as at once interiorities we cannot describe and exteriorities 

we never see as a whole.  We know our skin encloses us, we can’t describe what it 

contains except as a depth we don’t actually experience literally—to refer to a remark I 

just made, a stomach ache does not locate itself in our minds as being a precise number of 

centimeters from the nearest external point—and we never see ourselves from most 

perspectives except in photographic images.  Nearly everything we know to be true about 
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what we physically are is hidden from us at all times.  So that’s one thing.  Another is 

that what separates the inside from the outside is the skin, the epidermal layer that senses 

the world and which we know to be what we can’t totally control—the grimace, or the 

sudden change of posture caused by, for instance, encountering an object of desire.  

Behind the skin are the organs we never see and the image of thinking which we call the 

mind and with which, circuitously, we think we think.  We look into people’s faces as 

much as at them.  We understand that their eyes are where they meet the outside we share 

at that moment, but also that they are looking at our eyes at that moment too, 

hypothetically reaching from one interior to another within a common exteriority.  What 

is inside is also behind.  A painting takes place, says Mondrian not behind the picture 

plane but in front of it and around it.  We think so but we think too that it does so in a 

way generated by or at least in tension with the idea that what is inside is at the same 

moment behind.  To look at one of our paintings is as much to look into it as to respond 

to what comes forth from it.  A painting is a body which is only a face, a surface that 

contains expansiveness but only looks forward and has no need of physical volume since 

it has an involuntary illusion that serves it much better.  A body which is only a face and 

a skeleton, if it’s a stretched canvas.  A skin with a developed epidermis, produced by 

layering in response to a problematic developed entirely on its own surface, a surface the 

product of a problematic inherently about space as both there and not there.  That is the 

sense in which we think our working with the senses brings us close to a kind of painting 

that can be continuous with the viewer conceived as a body that isn’t just a set of fingers. 

And now Rebecca will conclude with a few words on the face and a particular face. 
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Rebecca: 

The face is the part of the body that rarely touches other bodies, when it does it does 

so through the part usually reserved for eating and speech and doing that involves 

temporarily surrendering the ability to see what is now being touched. The face is all 

about distance, seeing and smelling and hearing, the fingers do the touching.  Because the 

face is always open to the world while always at a distance from the surfaces with which 

it shares a space, it is for all of us perhaps the natural locale for things’ disappearance into 

dreams and thoughts- both coming in and going out. No one ever imagined her or his or 

anyone else’s face from the inside, incidentally.  It is also only on the face where the skin 

is most immediately connected to the muscles and the skeleton. More proof that we are 

never behind our face, only ever on or in it.  It is completely continuous with both our 

skeletons and musculature and with everything invisible that we are, and involuntarily so 

in both instances most of the time.  We only control our face when we have a need to 

control ourselves, they’re the same thing. 
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This is a painting by Rubens that’s in the National Gallery in London.  On the right 

clouds follow her hat brim around from the upper right and then disappear just before the 

earing on her left ear.  On the other side of her face the sky is blue, but the edge of her 

shawl or mantle curves back to meet the thumb on her right hand, the complete 

movement an s-curve that frames her face, descending into her neck, disappearing into 

the curve of the shawl.  The hat is dark but surmounted with feathers, weightless like the 

clouds but, unlike them, white.  Her eyes are dark, not perhaps looking quite at us but 

certainly not unaware of us, while her hair’s red.  The question, perhaps, is not where the 

face and countenance and the movement that runs through them begins, but where it 

ends.  Is there anything here but a vultus? 

There is certainly nothing here but movement and lightness. For example, the direction of 

her stare, whatever it is, is a movement. I began by describing a movement from the top 

of the painting to the bottom, which is a curving movement, and a curving line can only 

ever be seen as a movement. And then there is the matter of how her hat sits on her head 

and how the feathers sit on the hat, which one is surely, immediately, led to compare to 

the how the shawl fits on the dress. All this predicated on how clouds move in the sky 

and sunlight falls on flesh. All of this conditioned and conditioned by, the expression on 

her face. The work surely has a vultus, as a countenance, that is to say, is an elaborate and 

subtle contradiction acted out between the harmony of everything that leads to the eyes 

and the mouth and the gentle inscrutability that the eyes and the lips leave us with, when 

we try to figure out what’s going on.  This is what we meant when we said it at the 

beginning that the face and the idea of the face is one place where there’s little difference 

between embodiment and illustration.  
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